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Good afternoon to everyone who has come here today to celebrate the world of 

children’s books: to teachers, librarians, educationalists, parents, booksellers, 

authors, illustrators and most importantly, to all those readers out there, welcome 

to a wonderful world.

It is from an author’s perspective that I will be discussing a number of issues 

facing those who are involved with the creation of children’s books today.

One of the most pressing challenges for authors, amidst all the competition from 

television, video-games and computers, is to write fiction that is relevant, that 

will arrest children’s attention and make them clamour for more books to read.

Not so long ago, I was talking to a group of parents about encouraging children 

to read. I asked them to imagine the following scene: there is a very long queue 

of children waiting for a special event. The queue stretches all the way around 

the block, across a road and extends right through a park. These children are not 

waiting for an international soccer team, or a famous pop star, or the latest 

popular movie. They are waiting for the library doors to open so that they can
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go inside and browse, so that they can spend time choosing a really interesting 

book. Unfortunately, the scene described above is not a familiar one, but it is 

the author’s delight to entice children into a fascinating and magical world, the 

world of the printed word that unfolds between the covers of a book.

Many authors have lofty aims for their fiction; for example, to encourage 

tolerance and understanding, to broaden a child’s horizons and to help him to 

organise his world and to make sense out of chaos. The moulding of a child’s 

mind: an awesome responsibility indeed for the author of children’s books!

It was John Leonard, an editorial critic writing in The New York Times, who 

said: “ Books, if they are any good, and even if they are significantly bad, have 

consequences. They are part of our cultural respiration ... they alter attitudes and 

perceptions, (they) change lives” (Yolen 1973:3).

As an author, you may well wonder how on earth it is possible to achieve all 

these inspiring ideals, particularly if you are catering, not only for children in 

your own land, but also for the children in foreign countries.

Think, for a moment, of the rich variety of cultures and traditions of the 

children around the world. How are we to write stories with which they can 

identify? Consider the wide range of experience of various children, their social 

lives and their circumstances. For example, are they affluent or poverty stricken, 

do they live in rural or urban communities?

What range of experiences have they had, and indeed, what are they capable of 

imagining? Is there a “ limit” to what a particular child in a particular society can
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imagine, and if so, what defines that limit? What are their moral standards and 

the approaches to codes of behaviour of the communities in which they live?

And what type of education do they receive? Are they encouraged to think 

innovatively, or is the society in which they live so plagued by restrictive censorship 

and propaganda that their imagination actually decays and may even eventually die?

How is the author to address these difficult problems, bearing in mind the vast 

differences in the life styles and experiences of children around the world? To use 

a cliche, variety, they say, is the “ spice of life” , but this very variety presents the 

author with a variety of dilemmas when deciding on relevant topics for fiction. 

Should she try to identify subject matter which is common to all children’s 

experiences? To use some examples from my own writing: are shoes, suitcases 

and trolleys the norm? And do all children know what crocodiles, ostriches, 

blossom trees, pizzas and snakes are? And have they all played soccer, or been in 

a school play, or blown out the candles on a birthday cake.

How many of them have rootled around in a rubbish dump, or entered an art 

competition, or played a game called Moroba-roba Kofi. Very few, you might 

say. So if you want the child to identify with your story, what must you do 

about setting and plot? For most of us, our logical minds will immediately send 

out warning signals.

“ Don’t be ridiculous” , they will chide. “ Don’t attempt to achieve the impossible!” 

they will insist. After all, what is “ common experience?” It must surely vary 

tremendously from culture to culture, and from circumstance to circumstance.

“ There is no such thing as common experience” , the logical mind will tell us.

But our imaginative minds will have something to say about this: we don’t
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necessarily only enjoy stories about events and places that we have had direct 

experience with! Surely this is one of the important functions of books, that is, 

to broaden a child’s mind and present him with new experiences.

If I was a child, I might very well cry: “ There’s a world out there. I want to 

learn about it.’’ Perhaps then, after all, the author should not restrict herself too 

much when deciding on a topic for her fiction. Perhaps her own experiences and 

exposure to certain events should be her guideline when deciding on topics which 

she is most competent to write about. But beware of generalisations, like the 

much-heard advice: “ Never write about experiences or things you have had no 

direct experience of yourself.”

In my opinion, that is like telling a child not to read a book which contains 

subject matter he is not likely to be familiar with! Just as the child can broaden 

his experience by reading, so can the author by reading and research. Do not let 

anybody ever tell you that it is impossible to write a good book about something 

you have not directly experienced. It may be more difficult, of course, more of a 

challenge, but that does not make the task impossible.

But to revert to the choice of topic for her fiction, there are a number of options 

open to the author. One of them is to write about a local situation with as much 

accuracy and sensitivity as possible. Hopefully, the universal message of this type 

of story may appeal to children of different cultures and in different lands.

Then there are other choices: should she write about the child’s immediate 

surroundings or about distant places, about reality or fantasy, the familiar or the
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unusual, the “ topical” or the “ universal” . If, as educationalists tend to suggest, 

the age of the child is the determining factor when deciding on these issues, at 

what age should the author introduce the child to stories about other lands and 

fantasy? Teachers and librarians might point out that a small child would be 

more interested in learning about his immediate surroundings than distant lands, 

just as he is not expected to run before he can walk! Reading about the familiar 

would be likely to increase the small child’s confidence and self-esteem. He will 

feel secure and experience the satisfying feeling that he “ knows” all about what 

he is reading. However, one could argue, the older child will be more fascinated 

by the possibility of what could happen to him, in learning about a new experience 

and having his eyes opened to the endless possibilities of life. He will appreciate 

a spirit of adventure, he will indulge his creativity as he allows his imagination to 

soar. And all this will encourage him to show initiative, to be innovative. There 

will be almost indefinable hints in the literature that he is reading that change is 

not necessarily a bad thing, that difference can add richness and variety to his 

life, that conformity is not always beneficial.

Then there is another aspect of choosing her subject matter that is a consideration 

for the author. How “ fashionable” should her subject matter be?

It was Jane Yolen who said:

Starting with an aim to “ fit the trend” is starting with the wrong conception, if one 
hopes to write a story that will move the reader and will live beyond a day. Such 
stories always must start with oneself, with a conviction centred in one’s own being, 
with a theme and emotion so felt that it cannot be denied (Yolen 1973:144).

In the same book, Yolen advised: The author must write “ about what he cares 

most about” (Yolen 1973:152).



So then, there is nothing to stop an author from venturing beyond her own 

horizons to the world out there, and there is certainly nothing to stop her from 

the thrill of experimentation. As long as she realises that the masters are at work 

out there, that she has stiff competition, and that her task will be complex, she 

can enjoy the freedom of her own creativity, and who knows, she may even 

surprise herself and the world out there!

In a country where so much emphasis is placed on the acquisition of facts as 

gateways into the world of employment, the author is faced with another, more 

serious dilemma: should she write to increase knowledge or to provide pleasure? 

And in a country where funding by the state for additional material like 

supplementary readers is, to my knowledge, virtually nonexistent, should she 

soldier on in an attempt to entertain and interest the reader to the best of her 

ability, or should she adopt the more pragmatic approach of trying to write a 

book that could possibly get prescribed by the department of education.

For, contrary to popular belief, authors have to eat! They have to be conscious 

of the market! Most of them cannot afford the luxury of unadulterated idealism! 

They do need their books to sell for the simple reason that they, like any other 

breed of people, need to survive.

I believe that South African authors who have been conscious of recent market 

trends have turned their attention to social realism as a vehicle for their writing. 

But this very form of writing raises another dilemma for the writer: how is she 

going to make the “ everyday” situation fascinating for her reader. And indeed, 

with this type of writing, will her book be relevant only for today, or will it be 

universal, with a possibility of being read long after she is dead? It was Ruskin
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who announced that: “ All books are divisible into two classes: the books of the 

hour and the books of all time” (Oxford dictionary ... 1985:8).

It seems that the criterion for all books then, whatever their subject matter or 

theme, is one of excellence. If a book appeals to the reader, and if it is indeed 

worth reading, then “ the world will make a beaten path to (the author’s) door’’ 

{Oxford dictionary ... 1985:201).

And on this very subject of the classic in literature, Claudio Lewis said:

True, our trends and fashions change, but contemporary writers who have something 
lasting to say to our children are in many respects very little different from those 
writers of long ago whose books are still on the shelves, still pleasing children.

I must apologise at this point for the personal perspective which I am about to 

use in quoting extracts from my own writing. It was Lord Glasgow in the House 

of Commons who said: “ An author who speaks about his own books is almost 

as bad as a mother who talks about her own children” {Oxford dictionary ... 

1985:181).

However, arguably, I feel that I know more about my writing than anybody 

elses’, if only because I have been through the sometimes painstaking process of 

creating, revising, and developing my own ideas, plots, characters, themes and so 

on. Many of the stories in my little books are based on the everyday event, but I 

have tried to introduce a sense of fun and drama into these books. I have tried 

to convince myself that warmth and humanity can emanate from the simplest 

tale. For example, in ThandVs new suitcase, Grandmother gives Thandi a brand- 

new suitcase which she is very proud of. However, the suitcase experiences a
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series of mishaps both on the way to, and at school itself. Grandmother’s 

comforting arms when Thandi, upset, explains to her what happened to the 

suitcase, are a testimony to the warmth of family love.

In the story, The Best nurse in the world, I have attempted to introduce a sense 

of drama, as I hope to show by quoting the following extract:

“ Swati, Swati, where are you?” called Nomzamo, running all round the house. There 
was no answer.
“ Swati!” she called.
Then she saw Lerato running towards the gate.
“ Nomzamo, come quickly,” cried Lerato.
“ Bring the bandages. Swati’s fallen out of a tree” .

Nomzamo rushed inside for the bandages, then ran with Lerato to the place where 
Swati was lying. “ It’s sore, it’s sore,” cried Swati, holding his arm.

Nomzamo looked up at the tree. Very high up, there was a thin broken branch.
“ Did you climb that high?” asked Nomzamo.
Swati cried in fright when he looked up.
“ Mother told you not to climb,” she said, folding the bandage.
Swati cried even louder.
“ Don’t worry, I’ll make you better,” she said.

She put his arm in a sling, held his other hand and took him home to bed. She made 
him a cup of tea with plenty of sugar. Then she sat with him on his bed and told him 
a story about ambulances” (Leggat 1991:12-14).

And then in the simple supplementary reading book, Squeaky shoes, I have tried 

to introduce a sense of fun, as I hope will be illustrated in the following extract, 

which shows just how much chaos one naughty little boy can cause in the 

classroom:
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“ What’s that noise?” asked the teacher.
The pupils looked up, surprised.
“ Listen,” said the teacher.
They were suddenly very quiet.
“There it is again,” said Mrs Dime,
“squeak, squeak, squeak.” “ A mouse, a mouse,” said Lerato, running towards the 
door.

“ Oh no,” screamed Thandi, lifting her legs onto her chair.
Even the teacher looked scared.
“ Where’s the mouse?” she asked, stepping on to the platform.
Thabiso rubbed his shoes together again.
“ Squeak, squeak, squeak.”
Mrs Dime sat on the table and lifted up her legs.
“ There’s that mouse again,” she said.
“ Somebody must do something.” (Leggat 1992:4-7).

At this stage, I would like to briefly discuss techniques of the author and my 

own sources of inspiration. As every reader can tell you, the opening sentence 

and the opening paragraph is critical, as your story is doomed if you cannot 

capture the reader’s or the editor’s attention as quickly as possible. On the first 

page of The Trials o f  Gang Gassey, I attempt to interest the reader in the 

struggles of pupils in the classroom:

It was Friday the 13th, the unluckiest day in the calendar, and for Lucky everything 
was going wrong. His pen wouldn’t work, the classroom was hot and stuffy and he 
was having trouble keeping his eyes open. Borer Beetle was getting on his nerves. He 
was coughing a lot, sneezing and blowing loudly into his handkerchief. Lucky wanted 
to get up and open a window but he was afraid he would attract Borer’s attention. 
Borer Beetle was their boring old English teacher. He was always writing down long 
lists of words on the chalkboard and making the class repeat them. His favourite trick 
was to draw columns on the board and then pounce on people to fill in the missing 
words (Leggat 1992:1).

And of course, if the reader cannot believe in your character, you have lost the 

battle of the book. The structure of the story is significant, and the tempo, or
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speed, of the story, can make or mar the dramatic effect of what you are trying 

to say. The plot itself does not necessarily have to be full of action, but your 

language should have a lively sense of immediacy.

Childhood experiences, feelings and emotions are a great source of inspiration in 

writing a children’s book, then there are the visits to various places, newspaper 

and magazine articles, personal observation, and the more deliberate development 

and ideas and plots which come from specific commissions.

It was my own thwarted attempts to take part in a school play in my youth 

which inspired the story, Regina’s dream, from which I will quote:

Regina sighed as she put her bag neatly in the corner. She changed into jeans and a T- 
shirt and put her school clothes in the washing bag at the bottom of her cupboard. 
Then she went and looked into the mirror. As she stood in front of it, she put her 
hands on her hips. She sighed as she examined herself. Her face was all wrong. Her 
ears stuck out, her eyes were too close together and her cheeks were too fat. She 
would never be an actress if she looked like that.

Then she looked at her legs. They were much too long -  good for running, but that 
was about all. She didn’t know very many tall actresses.

Still, she was not going to give up. She had come quickly to practise for the audition 
the next day. It was the first time they had ever done a real play at their school 
(Leggat 1993:1-2).

And it was a chance glimpse of a drawing of an ostrich and a visit to the 

Johannesburg zoo which inspired the story, Jabu and the red drum , from which I 

will quote two extracts. But before I do so, I would like to tell you very briefly 

about the book, which, I hope, will illustrate something about the very process 

of creation itself. When I saw the drawing of the ostrich, I thought, “ What an
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interesting African animal to write about. And I took the first possible opportunity 

I could to go to the Johannesburg zoo. And there, at 8:30 one Monday morning, 

sitting on the grass outside the ostrich cage, the idea for my story began to come 

together. It was about the ostriches pecking at their seed trays that made me 

think of musical instruments and more specifically, of drums. After that visit, 

comprehensive research about the habits of ostriches helped to fill out the details 

of the story, but the inspiration, and the theme, came from that peck-peck-peck 

at the seed tray.

And now, I am ready to quote the extracts:

In the window was a drum with bright red sides and a shiny silver top. Jabu stopped 
and looked. He wanted to touch the drum. He wanted to run his fingers down its 
smooth sides. He wanted to bring it outside so that he could see it glinting in the 
sunlight. But most of all, he wanted to pick up the golden drumsticks and bang on the 
drum (Leggat 1989:28-29).

The hen shook her feathers, dipped her head, jerked it up again. Her feet stamped the 
ground, churning up the dust. Black Lightning circled the hen, kicking his legs in time 
to the drum beat.

Faster and faster the birds danced, whirling around each other. They seemed to know 
that they were dancing to the beat of Jabu’s red drum (Leggat 1989:53).

In conclusion, I would like to leave you with some ideas which I hope will be 

thought-provoking. Can books change our lives? Do books have wings? In other 

words, can they transport us to other worlds and other lives? Can they build 

bridges and break barriers? These inspiring and challenging questions have been 

answered to a large extent by organisations like IBBY, the International Board of 

Books for Young Children who have made great strides in fostering the growth, 

internationally, of children’s books of quality. Thanks to IBBY, and organisations
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like the Children’s Book Forum, the various writing schools and writer’s magazines, 

we are not a world in isolation. There is a whole body of people out there, 

librarians, teachers, and lecturers, booksellers, who are dedicated to broadening 

the child’s horizons and to improving the standards of books. It was only in 

1992 that South Africa became a member of IBBY. We are indeed grateful to be 

out of our isolation, and to be part of this fascinating and exciting international 

community fostering the growth of children’s books of quality.
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Viewing gender through 
Tanzanian lullabies
fernk senkoro

Literature and art are, at once, a perceptual reflection of the social reality of a 

given people at a given time in their history. Thus, in order for one to form a 

rounded picture of that social reality, one has to familiarise oneself with areas 

like the wisdom of that people’s proverbs, popular literature, music, fine arts, 

handicrafts, riddles, songs, and so on. It is within these “ remote” areas where 

one can discover a people’s values and attitudes, likes and dislikes, their patterns 

of interaction and communication, social obligations, and their way of life in 

general.

Looking at the various genres of literature from Africa, one realises how 

important it is to approach literature, if not all cultural products, from the 

producers’ and the audiences’ gender perspectives. For example, one can discover 

in some proverbs from Africa, the proclamation of man’s physical and even 

moral superiority over women (“ Never marry a woman with bigger feet than 

yours” , or “ The bearded mouth does not lie” ). One can even see the sanctioning 

of polygamy in such proverbs like “ A man with one wife is chief among the 

unmarried” , and “ Beat the bad wife with a new one” . Man is given the right to 

speak and the woman the duty to remain quiet as we are told that “ Women 

have no mouth” , and the fact is stressed that although man and woman live 

together, it is man who leads woman (“ The hen knows when it is morning, but 

she looks at the mouth of the cock” ).1



Similar perspectives can definitely be obtained from other literary genres from 

which one can perceive the fundamental, diversive, even pervasive “ prisons” of 

opinion regarding relations between men and women in different African 

societies. Development agencies, feminists, and all who are in one way or another 

currently involved in gender matters, can not really come to grips with the gender 

realities of Africa without understanding the philosophy contained in the folkloric 

intelligence of the communities among whom they are working. The present short 

paper is meant to introduce the subject of the way Tanzanian lullabies reflect 

gender orientation and realities. It tries to show how one can get a certain gender 

perspective even from a literary genre as innocent as the songs and chants used to 

lull the child to sleep.

“Silie mwana, silie. Hush, hush my dear.” These are common, simple expressions, 

sung by mothers or ayahs, which basically aim at lulling the baby to sleep. Among 

the few scholars and critics of African oral literature who have cared to include 

lullabies in the indexes of their works, the genre has been treated as a “ simple, 

natural, and spontaneous expression of feeling in all societies, of a mother singing 

to her child.” 2 Not many among these scholars seem to have discovered that in 

most of the lullabies are hidden some very intriguing, penetrating, and even 

agressive commentaries which go beyond the function of a mother or ayah 

singing to the child.

Only in very few cases have scholars gone beyond that function in their analyses. 

For example, Ruth Finnegan3 mentions that although the above seems to be the 

prime function of lullabies, the genre is, in fact, governed by convention and is 

affected by the given society’s constitution. Finnegan then mentions in passing, 

how one comes across the feelings of nurse-maids in some lullabies, which express 

their resentment and protest against the mothers’ attitudes towards them. Finnegan
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cites a few lullabies from the Ngoni of Malawi and the Nyoro of Uganda, to 

illustrate her point. Although these examples are quite interesting, they are, by no 

means, representative of African lullabies in general. After giving these two 

examples, Finnegan concludes thus:

Other African lullabies fit more easily into our common picture of a mother 
concentrated on the needs of her child.

This hurried conclusion should have stirred further and fuller discussion on the 

nature, role and function of African lullabies. Yet, the discussion has not been 

forthcoming.

This paper proposes one way through which Tanzanian lullabies could be 

examined beyond the mother-child relationship. It tries to show how women have 

used lullabies as a medium for expressing their worldviews; their views about the 

institution of marriage and their husbands; their fears, grumblings, resentments 

and hopes.

Towards the end of the paper we ask a few, provocative questions when we 

introduce a debate on the Adam-Eve Metaphor and the protest lullaby. This 

hidden metaphor in the lullabies seems to revolve around the tricky institution of 

marriage. How much of it is real protest and how much of it is not? If in 

discussing gender matters we must go beyond the protest level as the current 

trends in such discussions suggest, how much further can we, as literary critics, 

go beyond the actual level of the artists and producers of the literature that we 

are analysing?

The following lullaby can serve as a good starting point for our discussion:
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Nyamaza ee mwanangu 
Nyamaza mziwanda wangu 
Nyamaza nisijelia 
Nikashindwa kukulea.

Baba anamangamanga 
Kazi anapiga chenga 
Uvivu wake ni janga 
Sasa njaa yatunyonganyonga. 

Mwanangu 
Mwanangu 
Mwanangu ...

(Stop crying my baby 
Hush hush my dear 
You’ll make me cry too 
Then I’ll fail to look after you.

Your father is a loiterer 
He evades working
His laziness is the source of our misery 
And now hunger is killing us.

My child 
My child 
My child ...)5

In the mid-1970s this lullaby was banned from being broadcast over Radio 

Tanzania. Up till then, it had been Radio Tanzania’s favourite piece usually before 

news time, apparently as a “ consciousness raising’’ campaign against laziness and 

loitering. However, the Umoja wa Wanawake wa Tanzania, Tanzania Women’s 

Organisation, strongly protested against the lullaby, charging that it advocated 

women’s dependency on men as their breadwinners. Yet, ironically enough, 

especially in the coastal town areas, the lullaby correctly reflected the concrete 

socio-economic relations which, due to man’s position as the breadwinner, and 

also due to some cultural practices which dictated that the woman should stay
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indoors, subordinated women and made them overly dependent on men. The 

lullaby was thus banned over Radio Tanzania, but not in real life. For, in real 

life, one still came across a number of similar lullabies, especially in areas where 

patriarchal rather than matriarchal relations existed.

The dichotomy between patriarchal and matriarchal relations can help us, at this 

initial stage, to work out a hypothesis that lullabies in the former societies in 

Tanzania reflected the woman’s subordination to man, while in present-day 

societies the woman is expressing her self-confidence. The following worksong- 

cum-lullaby from the Kaguru of Kilosa, in Morogoro, a matrilineal people, 

illustrates this point:

Saga, Saga
Sagile dilume dyangu, 

saga
Kigana wakwe dyalima, 

saga.
Kumbe wa mai na baba, 

saga.6

(Grind, grind
Let me grind for it, 

grind.
So that it eats to its full, 

grind.
As if it is the one who produced the food, 

grind.
While, in fact, it was my mother and father, 

grind.)

Usually this lullaby was sung by a mother while grinding some millet, and at the 

same time trying to silence the baby on her back. “ It” in this song refers to the 

husband, for ‘dilume* is the derogatory word for a husband. The last two lines
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of the song show that in this society, the wife has a say on the land on which 

the family grows its crops. Among the Kaguru, usually the husband-to-be was 

required to go and live-in with his inlaws-to-be for at least a year, to prove his 

worth first before being given a wife. In any case, even after getting married, the 

husband would move to the wife’s side of the family and, thus, any property 

given to them would, in effect, belong to the woman. These socio-economic 

relationships, therefore, could not accommodate lullabies which portray the 

woman as a weak creature caught irredeemably in a web of miseries. They even 

encouraged the woman to formulate lullabies which not only showed her to be 

comparatively independent, but also which jeered and mocked the husband as 

illustrated in the following lullaby from the Kaguru again:

Chidege chisumuke 
Amalume genghali genda 
Hona gejile 
Amalomo gwaya.7

(Let us eat quickly to our fill
While the men are still roaming
The village over
When they come back
Their hungry mouths will be drooping.)

The fact that the men are at large in the village, yet the women still eat to their 

hearts’ content, indicates the woman’s independence and self-reliance in this 

society.

The scene along the East African coast and in other areas where patriarchal 

relations exist is quite different from the above. Here we get, among others, 

lullabies in which the woman expresses her bitterness against her husband and 

sometimes against the institution of marriage in general. For example, in the
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following song which was collected by the present writer from Pemba Island, the 

woman is protesting against arranged marriages:

Mama na baba watende 
Kunioza dume kongwe 
Halisafiri halendi 
Kazi kumega matonge 
Likikaa uvunguni 
Hunguruma kama ng’ombe.

(My mother and father, what have they done!
They have married me off to an old man
A docile, inactive and useless man
All it knows about is gluttony
And when seated near me
All it does is to snore like a cow.)

It is not only the forced marriage that the woman is protesting against in this 

lullaby. The fact that she is married to an old, useless, almost impotent man 

makes it worse. Note the use of “ It” again in this lullaby.

Among the East African coastal people where feudalistic, patriarchal influences 

abound, one discovers lullabies which either express resentment at the institution 

of marriage in which polygamy is the order of the day, or they mock the whole 

business of having more than one wife. Among the 80 lullabies which I collected 

from Zanzibar and Pemba Islands, 32 touch on the issue of polygamous marriage, 

albeit from differing points of view. In the following lullaby, again from Pemba 

Island, the senior wife lashes out at the second, newly-wed wife:

Nyamaza, nyamaza mwana 
Alinikuta, alinikuta 
Sasa kawa ngamia ya Mwarabu 
Nyamaza, nyamaza mwana.
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(Hush, hush my baby 
She arrived after me
Yet she has now turned into an Arab’s camel 
Hush, hush my baby . . . . )

The story in the third line is the familiar one in which a camel is said to have 

asked its Arab master for some space in the tent just to protect its head from the 

bitter cold of the desert night. Having been given some space, the camel gradually 

invades the whole tent until finally the Arab found himself outside in the biting 

cold while the camel was enjoying the warmth of the tent. Before we look further 

at the contents of this lullaby, let us cite another one whose content adds to our 

better understanding of the lullabies from this area:

Ukenda nisalimie 
Kwa jina usinitaje 
Mlangoni pana watu 
Kidege nitapitaje?
Ukenda nikonyezee 
Jioni mwambie aje.

(When you go pass on my greetings 
But do not mention my name 
There are many people at the door 
How can I, poor bird, pass through? 
So, when you go there give him a wink 
Tell him to come in the evening.)8

The picture that one gets in this lullaby is that of a chained and imprisoned bird. 

For those who are familiar with the East African coastal customs, a picture of a 

veiled young woman in a fenced home emerges. The lullaby, in this instance, 

turns into the veiled speech of a veiled woman.
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The two lullabies above are products of feudal societies in which polygamous 

marriage, a hangover of precapitalist labour and social relations, was an 

institution similar to slavery.

The husband owned the first wife who then owned the second wife who owned 

the third wife, and so on. So, while the lullabies from the matrilineal system 

show the social importance of the woman in the society in which she participates 

fully and equally in the social, economic and cultural life, the ones quoted above, 

from the feudal, and thus patrilineal system, are the exact opposite of the former.

In the latter, one discovers the imagery of slavery, poverty, social disqualification, 

and all political and economic forces which make the woman an incapable, unworthy 

and dependent creature whose major preoccupation is petty jealousy.

The above comes out clearly not only in the lullabies from the East African 

coast, such as the one banned over Radio Tanzania, but also from the 

hinterland, such as in the following lullaby from the Jita people of North- 

Western Tanzania:

Ooye! Ooye! Ooye!
Jibila omwana 
Omwana mjwando, jibila 
Jibila emugongo 
Jibila mai, jibila kaka 
Jibila emugongo 
Siga kundisya 
Mai enichuka myafu.

(Stop crying tiny baby 
Stop crying
You on my back stop crying 
Stop crying my mother 
Stop crying grandmother
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You on my back, stop crying 
Stop making me cry too 
When you cry you remind me 
of many bitter issues.)

The idea expressed in the last line of this lullaby, that of the crying baby reminding 

the mother of the “ many bitter issues” is very common in many recent lullabies 

from East Africa. It seems that the expression is an indication of the way the 

institution of marriage under social class systems has been one source of the 

woman’s bitterness. The man in these lullabies is portrayed as the golden fly 

which, through the institution of marriage, rises from the underworld to feed on 

the woman.

The mother and grandmother mentioned in the above lullaby have great significance 

in that they illustrate the reincarnation of one generation into the other. In the 

mother and grandmother one discovers the cosmological passage of time.

We must note, however, that while in a host of lullabies from Tanzania the 

woman is seen to be wholly at the mercy of her husband, yet, in an equally large 

number of lullabies from Zanzibar and Pemba islands which are predominantly 

patriarchal, one discovers the satirical voice of the woman who does not only 

make mockery of the polygamous marriage, but actually portrays the man as 

some sort of a fool. This satirical and sarcastic tone comes out clearly in those 

lullabies which do “ encourage” the husband to bring in a new wife. We shall 

cite two of these very interesting and hilarious, short lullabies.

The first one is actually called “ Kaowe” , meaning “ go and marry” :
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Kaowe bwana, kaowe 
Na sisi tuwe watatu 
Mmoja ashike birika 
Mmoja ashike upatu 
Ukija ukianguka 
Hamadi! Mwana wa watu.

(Go marry, sir, go marry 
So we too may be three wives 
When one holds the kettle 
Another holds the tray 
And the third waits to catch you 
Should you fall, poor thing.)

This sarcastic portrayal of the polygamous marriage is fully depicted in the 

lullaby called “ Kaowe mke mfupi” :

Ukitaka kwenda owa 
Kaoe mke mfupi 
Atakusukia nywele 
Kama ncha za makuti 
Utamani kuziramba 
Kama asali ya nyuki.

(If you want to marry 
Go marry a short wife 
She will braid her hair for you 
Like the tips of coconut fronds 
So you may desire to lick them 
Like the honey of bees.)

Obviously such a wife is not the most beautiful, and the lullaby here is making a 

mockery of the husband’s poor tastes.

Our major concern so far has been to relate the lullabies to the relations between 

woman and man. In so doing, we have, of necessity, looked into the gender
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question. The oppression of women began with the establishment of the system 

of private ownership as the means of social production. Consequently, this brought 

about the first class oppression with women being treated as private property.

One interesting issue which would make our analysis of the lullabies even more 

fruitful is the examination of the changing role and position of women in society 

in their struggle against economic and social oppression. Since the condition of 

the woman in Africa cannot be divorced from the general situation of all the 

African peoples, it becomes imperative for the gender scholar of African lullabies 

to look at the genre alongside the African peoples’ struggle against neocolonial 

exploitation, oppression and domination. It would be interesting, for example, to 

see what the lullabies in those few Ujamaa villages which have survived in 

Tanzania say, since these are supposed to be communal in nature.9 This would 

also indicate to us how much the lullaby has changed from its traditional form. 

Would the “ culprit” now be the village in general?

One lullaby from Zanzibar which has been adapted into a popular type of music, 

Taarab, can serve as our last, concluding example. This lullaby has been sung by 

a Mombasa Taarab singer, Zuhura. Besides blending the genre with Taarab 

music and thus, actually singing the lullaby with the accompanying instruments, 

Zuhura has expressed her self reliance and her responsibility for raising her child, 

notwithstanding her husband’s “ death” caused by the cash economy. The 

following is the lullaby-cum-Taarab song:

Siliye ewe mwanangu, kilio unacholia howaaa x2 
Bure sijipe matungu, mwanangu utaumia howaaa 
Heri mshukuru Mungu, babako metokomea howaaa
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Kiitikio:
Howa ee mwanangu howa, nyamaza kulia x2 
Hukuongoa mwanangu, howa ee mwana, howa ee 
Silie mno mwanangu, howa nyamaza kulia.

Babako twabia yake, ni tabia ilo mbaya, howa x2 
Apatapo pesa zake, mshahara kipokea howaaa 
Hapiti nyumbani kwake, hwenda kiguu na njia, howaaa

Kiitikio:...........................

Basi mwanangu nyamaza, fahamu unapolia howaaa x2 
Na mimi utaniliza, kilio kitaenea howaaa 
Mwanangu wajiumiza, imani nakuonea howaaa

Kiitikio:...........................

Siku hiyo arudipo, pesa zikishamwishia howaaa x2 
Mlangoni afikapo, hili nimemuwekea howaaa 
Atarudi papo hapo, nyumabni hatoingia howaaa

Kiitikio:............................

Hapa ndipo mwisho wangu, kigingi nimekitia howaaa x2 
Maadamu nyota yangu, bado haijafifia howaaa 
Hupati tabu mwanangu, mwenyewe nitakulea howaaa

Kiitikio:............................10

(Hush hush my baby, the way you cry
Don’t hurt yourself, you will suffer dear
Just thank your god, your father has disappeared.

Chorus:
Oh, my child. Oh! stop crying 
It will weaken you, oh my child, oh!
Don’t cry too much my child, oh! Hush! hush ...

Your father’s manners are bad 
When he gets his cash salary 
He is not seen at home 
He disappears

Chorus:



So, stop crying my baby
For when you cry, you’ll make me cry too
Tears will then overflow
Poor you, you are hurting yourself dear

Chorus:...............................

The day your father comes back 
When he has run out of cash 
I have one thing reserved for him 
Right at the doorstep
He will have to go back to wherever he came from 
I won’t allow him into the house.

Chorus:...............................

My word is final, I’m firm on this 
As long as my star still shines 
And since it has not faded yet 
You’ll never suffer my child 
I’ll single-handedly bring you up.

Chorus:.................................)

The self-assertion and confidence expressed in this lullaby give a clear indication 

of the social changes that have taken place in East Africa. A new type of woman 

has been born out of the web of the cash and urban economy which has robbed 

her of her husband. This lullaby has portrayed the life of single parenthood 

which has driven this woman not into desperation, but to a cry of self-confidence 

which was unheard of before in this male-dominated society.

Conclusions and Debate

Several conclusions can be drawn from this account. We will, however, 

concentrate on two.
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First, the tentative study begun in this paper has limited itself to the genre of 

lullabies. It would, indeed, be a very interesting exercise, as suggested earlier on, 

to see how the other forms of Kiswahili and Tanzanian oral literature in general, 

such as wedding songs and funeral dirges, use veiled speech to express gender 

views and feelings. For, in these, one can confidently test the hypothesis that 

whenever gender matters are expressed in art, for example, whenever women get 

the chance to use such genres like the lullaby, the issues are always bent to go 

beyond the forms’ conventional functions to embrace broader and deeper 

perspectives of struggles against degradation, oppression, and exploitation.

The second conclusion which is even more relevant for our purposes is that, 

although our major concern so far has been the gender issue and the way it is 

portrayed in Tanzanian lullabies, it does not mean that we have neglected the 

other roles played by lullabies. Even if the examples we have given of the 

lullabies from patrilineal versus matrilineal societies seem to concentrate on man- 

woman relationship only, that does not mean that the lullabies in each one of 

those societies are homogenous in their contents. For, when we talked about the 

social reality at the start of our paper, we did not imply that this social reality is 

restricted to that relationship only. For certainly there are examples of lullabies in 

which a mother will just express verbally, the sheer joy of playing with her child 

or of having a child like the one she is carrying on her back. Definitely the role 

of just rocking the baby to sleep and, thus, the use of soft, constant rhythm, 

liquid vowel sounds, cadence and onomatopoeic words found in most lullabies, is 

an important one. Certainly, the role of the lullaby as a medium of instruction in 

language and music also needs to be seriously looked into. However, our major 

aim in this short paper has been to go beyond those functions which seem to be 

conventional, and to have a fresh look at the generic complexity of lullabies.

This has, invariably, raised the important question: since most of the lullabies
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seem to indicate the pre-occupation of adults regarding their adult problems, how 

much of this genre is children’s literature, anyway?

How can the gender issues in Tanzanian lullabies go beyond the protest contained 

in the Adam-Eve metaphor?: a debate

After these two major conclusions, perhaps at this juncture, and as a way of 

stirring further and fuller discussions on gender issues and the Tanzanian or, for 

that matter, African lullaby, we can raise a few points which need further 

examination. The man-woman relationship as evidenced in the lullabies which 

have been examined seems to revolve around a single metaphor: the Adam-Eve 

metaphor. For the purposes of this conference, this paper has not attempted to 

break this delicate metaphor. It has just shown how the relationship exists in the 

institution of marriage, itself a very delicate institution. However, a look “ between 

the lines” reveals that the relationship, though seemingly one of protest, goes 

beyond mere protest. In fact it would seem plausible to say that the aspects of 

“ combat” and “ resistance” are sometimes meant to create some sort of a joking 

relationship between husband and wife so that even if the protest lullaby is sung 

in the presence of the husband, the man might even find it amusing and can 

laugh it off. By doing so, the bond of endearment between husband and wife is 

strengthened. Perhaps then, it means that what seems like a protest lullaby does 

not in fact imply any serious protest after all.

Should one want to go beyond the lullaby as a protest symbol, then one will 

need to break and replace the Adam-Eve metaphor with another metaphor and 

another type of approach, an exercise which is not as easy as it sounds. What 

kind of new metaphor and approach, that is an open question. However, we
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may suggest one tentative approach which might go beyond mere protest. In 

every man’s life there comes a moment when one wants to talk to oneself about 

one’s problems. Each one of us has a way of dealing with such a situation.

Some will take to alcohol or drugs which will then transport them to another 

world where they can talk loudly, laugh, even cry in the midst of people; and 

others will whistle or hum a song, while sometimes not really taking the song’s 

words all that seriously. In a way, the lullabies cited above seem to fall within 

the last category. One can say that the lullabies are used here as a form of 

“ talking to oneself’’, in spite of the dual audiences of the child and the father 

who might indeed not be present at all when they are sung or hummed. These 

are the moments when a mother would like to have someone to listen to her and 

sympathise. The silent sympathy that she gets from the lulled baby seems to be 

the most appropriate. The lullabies sung at such times might contain some 

therapautic values which might, indeed, rival those contained in fairy tales. This 

is one further avenue which interested critics of the lullaby genre might be 

interested to research and explore further.

Notes

1 These proverbs are taken from Mineke Schipper’s Source o f  all evil: African proverbs and 
sayings on women (London: Allison and Bushby, 1991). There are more themes in the 
book, of course, such as condoning and even eulogising wife beating, stressing the horrors 
of infertility and blaming it on the woman, presenting women as mere breeders whose 
value rests on reproductive duties, and so on. Yet, finally, as if to tone down the sharpness 
of the negative portrayal of women, one finds such ironic twists in a proverb like, “ One 
who seeks a wife does not speak contemptuously of women” . Niyi Osundare has given a 
short review of Schipper’s book in African Literature Association bulletin, 18(3), Summer 
1992, pp. 40-41.

2 I am using Ruth Finnegan’s statement taken from her book, Oral literature in Africa 
(Nairobi: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 299.

3 Ibid., pp. 299-314.
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4 Ibid., p. 300.

5 All translations into English are the author’s.

6 Courtesy of Professor Penina Mlama who belongs to the Kaguru group.

7 Same as above.

8 A similar, love lullaby was given to me by Bibi Sharia Suleiman (76) who lives in 
Kengeja, Chakechake, Pemba Island; and it goes like this:

Ndege ruka na barua ubawani 
Ukifika kwa mpenzi kaibwage uwanjani 
Huo ni moto wa kumbi 
wawaka ndani kwa ndani.
(Please my bird, fly with my letter on your wings 
When you reach where my love resides 
Throw it on his court 
That is a long lasting fire 

Which continuously burns from within.)

9 These villages were part and parcel of the socialist policies contained in the 1967 Arusha 
Declaration, the blueprint for Tanzania’s development strategy which engineered the take
over of some major means of production by the state (ie nationalisation). These villages 
were similar to the Israeli kibbutzim. For an interesting account on the Declaration and 
how it was perceived by the country’s intelligentsia and other scholars twenty years later, 
see Jeanette Hartmann, ed., Rethinking the Arusha Declaration (Copenhagen: Centre for 
Development Research, 1991).

10 Courtesy of the British Broadcasting Corporation through Mr Abdillatif Abdalla, to 
whom I am most thankful.
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Sexism in the
schoolroom:
a feminist literary analysis of the reading schemes 
used in primary schools
morQorer Iĉ uschogne

... blatant quotes denigrating one sex, usually women, are relatively common in 
children’s books, and it is not at all difficult to find statements that girls are dumb, 
silly, unable to keep secrets, and generally incompetent (Sadker, MP & Sadker, DM, 
quoted in Norton 1987:99).

This paper is a report on a study conducted in 1993 to 1994, which hypotheses 

that the prescribed books for primary school readers offer children a biased or 

sexist vision of gender relations. The paper will mention the results of the study, 

although a very brief theoretical background will be given, and recommendations 

on the basis of these results will then be made.

From earliest times, those concerned with education and social control have been 

aware of the power of fiction -  Jesus, Mohammed and Confucius all taught 

through parables (O’Dell 1978:3). This didactic nature of literature is a widely 

accepted and often unquestioned assumption, often taking for granted that 

“ reading is a good thing” . Marshall (1982:123,124) mentions the basic ideas that 

books educate, develop, stretch and enrich the minds of children, and goes on to 

explain that “ good” books should reflect national, local and individual values; 

introduce children to their own cultural heritage; enlarge and expand their minds,
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imaginations, knowledge, and creativity; provide enjoyment; allow for discernment 

of right and wrong, good and bad and, she tacks on, contribute towards their 

development intellectually, socially and psychologically. Of what this development 

actually consists, Marshall (1982:135) does not suggest, except to point out that 

there is a growing understanding of how social conditioning affects attitudes 

towards people of different sexes and ethnic backgrounds.

Since its “ beginning” in the 18th century, children’s literature has primarily been 

a vehicle for communicating the beliefs of a specific society in a specific period, 

for perpetuating the status quo, and for inculcating in children the right responses 

to the dominant culture (Totemeyer 1988a:87; 1988b: 115). A short investigation 

of the history of children’s literature easily indicates that the ideological demands 

of those in power determine what children read, in order to maintain the values 

and principles of that group. Power wielders who resist social change will use all 

apparatuses, including the supposedly innocent children’s book to instil values to 

preserve this status quo and stifle others (Totemeyer 1988a:87). As Becker and 

Oberfield (quoted in Totemeyer 1988c: 178) comment, juvenile literature is a medium 

produced by powerful interest groups in society for powerless children.

Jan Esterhuyse, for example, (1988:103), in his study of prescribed texts for 

Afrikaans schools, emphasises that book selections fall within the ideological 

demands of the apartheid system and are based on political-economic criteria. He 

thus exposes the hidden curriculum” (Lalor, quoted in Davies 1984:84) of book 

prescription to a certain extent, explaining how children are raised to fit into a 

system, and socialised according to a specific agenda whereby the dominant 

ideology is apparent. He concludes that the underlying agenda for the prescription 

of books cannot be divorced from the dominant ideological paradigm, which is 

apartheid (Esterhuyse 1988:106,108). Similarly, Totemeyer (1988c: 173) explains
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that “ institutionalised racism” can become part of the tradition and culture of 

the oppressor to such an extent that the society is no longer aware of the racism 

inherent in society nor of personal racial prejudices. As she points out, it is 

through the socialisation process that prejudices are transmitted to children.

Esterhuyse and Totemeyer are working only within a racial paradigm; however, 

these hypotheses can be applied to a gender paradigm as well. Just as the 

apartheid paradigm has dominated much children’s literature, so does the gender 

paradigm of the dominant male supremacist (patriarchal) discourse, which defines 

women in relation to a male norm. There is growing consensus that the society 

which we live in today may be defined as patriarchal, in other words, a society 

which favours the male sex. A patriarchal society is manifested in the fundamental 

assumption that women’s biological difference from men fits them for different 

social tasks and hence, different roles are ascribed to each sex, often resulting in 

discriminatory practices (Weedon 1988:2). However, these roles are not biologically, 

but socially, based, and are referred to as gender roles, which are social meanings 

entrenched in the dominant discourse (language system) which assumes that 

biological sexual difference equals social difference. In simple terms, this means 

that, in a patriarchal society, the female sex is expected to be feminine, while the 

male sex is expected to be masculine. Hence, gender differences may be defined 

as “ conditioned differences resulting from the societal roles thrust upon women 

by a male dominated society, in a kind of ongoing brainwashing process” (Deming, 

quoted in Grobler 1988:127). It is clearly the purpose of patriarchal society to 

make these social differences appear “ natural” .

In literature, gender differences are often depicted in terms of stereotypes -  

physical, intellectual, emotional and occupational. Shestakov (cited in Michel 

1986:15) defines a stereotype as “ a standardised mental picture held in common
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by members of a group, and representing an overly simplified opinion, affective 

attitude, or uncritical judgement” . Importantly, stereotypes ignore the reality of 

individual differences and produce normative, standard values, very often reflecting 

common prejudices. Furthermore, sexist stereotypes tend to operate according to 

a strict binary logic, whereby women are assigned the qualities and shortcomings 

denied to men and vice versa. Male and female characters are sometimes stereotyped 

to such an extent that the glorification of men inevitably implies the degradation 

of women (Michel 1986:16).

Huck et al (1987:468) emphasise that stereotypes develop from what was once the 

norm, and, hence, portray the beliefs of a past society. Although stereotypes are, 

therefore, historically and traditionally authentic, problems arise when stereotyped 

thinking is perpetuated in contemporary literature, and reinforced daily. This 

results in the self-images of the male population being built up at the expense of 

the female, in a system which marks half of the world’s population as second 

class citizens (Grobler 1988:128). Michel (1986:23) lists specific effects of sexist 

stereotypes as: robbing girls of their independence; inhibiting their development; 

standing in the way of equal opportunity; curbing girls’ ambitions and professional 

goals; and cutting men and boys off from their emotions and natural feelings. 

Furthermore, children are offered limited positions which to take up in society. 

Weitzman et al (1972:1138-1139), in their study of sexism in prize-winning 

children’s books, conclude that girls who wish to be more than placid and pretty 

are left without acceptable role alternatives, having to make a choice between 

alienation from their assigned gender, and alienation from their real behavioural 

and temperamental preferences. However, gender stereotyping is not only harmful 

to girls: boys are equally constrained by the necessity to be brave and active, 

taking the lead at all times. Rigid sex-role definitions not only foster unhappiness 

in children, but also hamper the child’s optimal intellectual and social development.
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Feminist research on children’s literature has already emphasised the gender 

stereotyping and sexism which occur not only in the prescribed school readers, 

primers and textbooks (such as in the studies by Sharpe 1986 and Lobban 1976 

-  both in Davies 1984 -  and Michel 1986), but also in collections of children’s 

literature (see Belotti 1974 in Davies 1984) and prize-winning children’s books (see 

Weitzman et al 1972). However, although some suggestions have been made 

regarding research in this field in South Africa (see Klerk 1987, as well as the re

commendations of the SADTU Southern Natal Gender Committee, 1994), no in- 

depth study has been made. The issue of gender stereotyping in educational 

materials was recently brought to the fore in the ANC’s The Reconstruction and 

Development Programme. In this document, the education system under apart

heid is described as being characterised by “ the racist and sexist ideology and 

educational doctrines of apartheid” — condemned by the ANC as “ distorted 

culture” (RDP  1994:58,59). The document emphasises that “ the existing curriculum 

bears the mark of racism, sexism, authoritarianism and outmoded teaching 

practices. Transformation is essential.” This is reiterated in the recent White 

Paper on Education (1994:9), which specifically refers to “ the curriculum, textbooks 

and teacher education” being “ manipulated for ideological purposes” , one of 

which is the imposition of state-determined gender roles.

In order to achieve equity in the educational system, a Gender Equity Task Team 

will be established. Part of the process of eliminating sexism from the educational 

system will obviously be the revision of curricula and textbooks, with the trans

formation of the existing sexist materials regarded as “ essential” ( RDP  1994:65). 

Specifically, it is the purpose of the task team to “ propose guidelines to address 

sexism in curricula, textbooks, teaching, and guidance” (White Paper 1994:26).

It is necessary to examine in detail the reading schemes used in this country to 

determine whether they reinforce patriarchal ideologies about family, occupations
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and women’s positions in society. The present study was designed, therefore, to 

investigate how these concerns are treated by reading schemes used in South 

Africa. This recognition of sexism and stereotyping found in the curriculum is 

the first step in a concrete process of challenging the existing sexist practices and 

sexist consciousness in South African schools.

The data for the study was obtained from an analysis of a systematic, stratified 

sample of ten prescribed reading schemes from Grade One (year one) to Standard 

Five (year seven), including those currently prescribed by the former Transvaal 

Education Department (TED). The study made use of a dual methodology: a 

content analysis of the books, as well as literary analysis. The reason for the use 

of this dual methodology is that content analysis, a common means of analysis 

employed by most other studies of sexrole stereotypes in textbooks, can only 

describe what is in the text -  it cannot reveal the effect that the messages in the 

text have on those that receive them. It can thus show that books are sexist -  but 

cannot indicate that children imbibe sexist beliefs through books. The hypothesis 

of the study implies that children do accept the roles which texts imply for them 

and are thus positioned in specific social positions. Thus the study also deals with 

the important question of how gender stereotypes are transmitted to children.

The literary aspect of this process is important — how exactly does children’s 

literature function to instil these beliefs in children? Thus, it was important that a 

literary analysis was also performed on the same texts. Althusser’s (1970) theory 

of interpellation, which sees literary texts as an apparatus for summoning people 

to accept certain social positions and Iser’s (1978) theory of the implied reader 

were combined in the literary analysis to suggest that literature, and children’s 

literature in particular, creates an implied reader with which the reader identifies. 

This implied reader is not a person, by any means; it is a structure which draws 

the real reader into the text and which manipulates them into accepting and
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imbibing the ideologies offered by the text. Because children are not yet educated 

in either social or literary skills, they are prime targets for this so-called 

interpellation, and, hence, are easily socialised by literature. The dual 

methodology thus facilitates evidence that children accept the roles which texts 

present to them and are summoned to take up specific, gendered social positions.

Huck et al (1987:468) offer a definition of what constitutes a sexist book: “ A 

book may be considered sexist if women and girls are exclusively assigned 

traditional female roles, and if men and boys are expected to behave in prescribed

w ays__ ” Offering a broader definition of sexism, Abu Nasar et al (cited in Michel

1986:11) comment that “ sexism is ... [an] attitude which demeans, excludes, under

represents and stereotypes people on the basis of gender” . In an even wider sense, 

sexism may be regarded as all practices, prejudices, and ideologies which treat one 

sex as inferior to the other in worth and status.

When one considers these definitions, it is clear that the reading schemes investigated 

are indeed examples of sexist children’s literature. The hypothesis of this study 

was thus proven correct: results of both the analyses indicate this gender stereotyping 

and explicit sexism. In the first place, a total ratio of 72 percent male to 28 

percent female characters appears for humans, while 65 percent of animals are 

depicted as male, and only 35 percent as female. As Weitzman et al (1972:1128,1129) 

emphasise, Because women comprise 51% of the population, if there were no 

bias in these books [women] should be presented in roughly half the pictures, 

and text. It is important to realise that these books are therefore unrealistic as 

well, since they refuse to acknowledge social reality and diversity of situations.

Furthermore, males are represented as more valuable in worth and status than 

females, with male protagonists dominating, with 79 percent to only 21 percent,
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and male secondary characters also appearing more frequently, with a ratio of 65 

percent male to 35 percent female.

However, Huck et al (1987:593) also point out the dangers of stereotyping 

through omission, whereby a book could imply that, for example, because all the 

doctors presented are white males, no other people become doctors. Such books, 

which omit significant facts, such as that women or black people also become 

doctors, only tell part of the truth. On the other hand, as Michel (1986:49) also 

emphasises, perhaps this situation may be realistic, in that white, male doctors 

are the majority. However, the failure to challenge this or to introduce children 

to equitable alternatives is also stereotyping through omission. Significantly, tacit 

acceptance of inequalities and discrimination serves to strengthen these.

Michel (1986:17) refers to this as “ latent sexism” or “ hidden discrimination” , 

which implies that the portrayal of the sexes is confined to the portrayal of 

specific qualities and roles. She offers the example of girls being provided with 

only one role model, that of homemaker, while a much wider range is open to 

boys. This kind of stereotyping is evident as regards the presentation of adult 

occupations in the books investigated: in total, 70 percent of occupations were 

depicted as suitable for males, while only 12 percent for females, and 18 percent 

as suitable for both (or the gender of the character was not indicated).

Clearly, these texts do not take into consideration that people’s life patterns have 

changed significantly in recent decades. New roles and careers -  often traditionally 

for men -  have been taken up by women of different social, cultural and traditional 

backgrounds, while men have also entered traditionally women’s areas. By failing 

to reflect this, books continue to convey messages which are false and out of 

date (Michel 1986:87).
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Hidden discrimination is also evident in the activities regarded as suitable for 

male and female characters, as well as in the personality traits ascribed to the 

various characters. The analyses of these two aspects indicate that the domestic 

sphere and the sphere of child care are both feminine activities, while exciting 

and adventurous outdoor activities, particularly sports, are the male preserve. 

Furthermore, conventional personality traits dominate in these books, with males 

being portrayed as strong, brave and intelligent, and females as weak helpless 

and stupid, or beautiful, wicked and scheming. Although exceptions were found, 

the impression formed as a whole is that of stereotypical masculine and feminine 

qualities.

It is clear that the conclusions of this study correspond to those of other similar 

studies, particularly the results of the Unesco sponsored international studies on 

sexism in children’s literature. The study completed in China, for instance, 

emphasises the so-called stereotype of importance, also found in this study, which 

is an opinion implied in literature that the male is superior to the female in any 

sphere of human activity. Similarly, in studies in the Ukraine and France, it has 

been noted that there are far more male protagonists than female, while the 

Norwegian study concludes: “ ... children’s literature portrays men as active and 

responsible, and women as wives and mothers who are passive, not to say 

irresponsible.” Similar findings were also found in Peru, Zambia, Saudi Arabia, 

Tunisia and Yemen.

Of course, these results really become significant when combined with the results 

of the literary analysis -  which imply that various literary techniques function to 

position the child reader as accepting and imbibing such gender stereotypes. First, 

the level of readership is appropriate to the child readers, and therefore they are 

immediately more inclined to accept the role of implied reader, as they are not
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conscious of the reading process itself, and are thus drawn into identification 

with a secondary world.

Secondly, the narratorial perspectives of these texts play a fundamental role in 

positioning the reader as accepting gender stereotypes. Particularly important is 

the effaced third person narrator, the voice of authority, manifested in the 

disapproving attitude of the narrator to unstereotypical female characters. This is 

effectively disguised through the frequent overlapping of the narratorial and 

character perspective. The third person narrator also acts as an intrusive narrator, 

addressing the child reader directly and positioning him or her as accepting the 

gender stereotyped world presented. An imperative tone is also important in this 

direct teaching, as the child reader assumes the role of an implied reader on the 

receiving end of various sex-stereotypical commands, with little choice in the 

matter. However, the first person narrator is also used effectively, particularly for 

character identification: here the significance of the presentation of many more 

male characters than female is clear -  the child has little choice in gender 

identification, and gains the impression that females are not as important as 

males, and not worth identifying with. Furthermore, this means that a male 

perspective becomes dominant.

The use of dialogue was also identified as a third important guide to the reader, 

often functioning in the same way as the character narrator and presenting a 

single (often male) perspective. Similarly, the sexist content of dialogue tends to 

create a world of sexism, borne out by the sexist content of the books themselves. 

However, patterns of dominance and submission in dialogue also indicate that 

males tend to gain the upper hand (although there was some evidence of 

powerful females -  notably witches -  making their mark here).
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A fourth important technique evident in the schemes was the use of the narratorial 

structure itself as a means of teaching sexist patterns of thought. An important 

aspect repeatedly found in the readers is the element of closure and the acceptance 

of limitations, often based on gender, and the gender status quo (the idea of 

marriage and living happily ever after is particularly evident). The status quo 

tends to be presented as idealised and highly positive. Another repeated technique 

is the framing of stories to be identified as fiction, and their juxtaposition with a 

“ real” world in which sex stereotypes are rife. However, the sexist content of 

these “ fictional” narratives is also notable, particularly as regards the stereotyping 

of women as witches.

Finally, the illustrations tend to offer a vision of a gender stereotyped world, in 

the use of mainly male characters, in their positioning of male characters as more 

important and as dominant, and in their depiction of gender stereotyped 

activities, which support both the literary techniques of positioning and the sexist 

content of the books. However, there was a little evidence of challenging of 

gender stereotypes in the illustrations.

It is clear that gender stereotypes persist in contemporary society, and are evident 

in children’s readers. In all cases, these stereotypes serve to legitimise, justify and 

exacerbate women’s position of dependence, subordination and inequality in 

society (Michel 1986:18). The effects of serving these up to children in the form 

of literature is highly significant, as books function to position the child as 

accepting them. It is important, however, to observe this functioning in the 

context of a sexist society, as literature is not the only instrument which positions 

children in this way. The media, politics, the labour market, the family, the peer 

group and particularly the school situation all reemphasise and support the
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stereotypes imbibed through literature. As Michel (1986:80) comments: “ Neither 

school nor teachers nor pupils are an island in society and society is full of 

stereotypes.’’

However, as these are school readers, a brief word on their context in the school 

situation must be added. The White Paper on Education (1994:9) emphasises that 

“ the management and control of the education and training system has always 

been kept in male hands ...” The RDP  document (1994:59,62) emphasises that 

women and children bear the brunt of this injustice, with the result that “ women 

have suffered discriminatory treatment in service conditions and promotion 

practices’’, while many girls have been educated and trained to fulfil traditional 

roles which perpetuate their oppression, if not denied education and training 

completely on the basis of their gender.

Similarly, all the UN studies (cited in Michel 1986) conclude that sexism permeates 

the entire educational system: sexist stereotypes are not only apparent in school 

readers, but throughout the educational curriculum, the school administrative 

hierarchy, the classroom relations, and even pupils’ interaction and games (Michel 

1986:31). According to Basow (1986:126), teachers tend to call on boys more 

often than girls in the classroom; boys are rewarded for academic achievement 

while girls are rewarded for nonacademic achievements; teachers tend to interact 

more with boys, while little accurate and continuous feedback is recorded with 

girls. This influences the realistic appraisal of children’s abilities and the 

development of self-confidence and achievement motivation. Michel (1986:28) 

sums up the attitude well:

... the most antiquated and ridiculous sexist stereotypes pursue school children and
students throughout their educational career ... surrounding them with an atmosphere
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in which men are omnipresent and have all the good roles, write history and lead the 
world, while women are despised, downtrodden and confined to housework and 
motherhood ...

It is indeed clear that it is not only the books themselves which require massive 

revamping -  the entire sexist hierarchy of the school system needs to be 

challenged and redefined: the need for special attention to be given to “ the 

special interests of girls and women” is highlighted by the RDP  document 

(1994:62). This entails, amongst other things, adult education for women trapped 

in rural areas, a wider range of educational opportunities to be opened to 

women, and the encouragement of women to pursue nontraditional subjects 

(RDP 1994:62). Obviously, this would include the revision of curricula and 

textbooks as well. Michel (1986:73) adds the following requirements: changes 

must be made to all educational materials; to teachers’ biased and preferential 

behaviour; to women’s subordinate role in the management and administration of 

schools; and to the training of teachers.

However, changes can only occur when those responsible for the conception, 

writing, illustration, editing and interpreting of schoolbooks are convinced that 

the perpetuation of stereotypical sex roles and images has a negative effect on 

society (Michel 1986:87). This is because literature is such a powerful tool of 

socialisation, and writers can successfully use it as a means of changing the 

thinking of a society, of changing those stereotypes inculcated into children. This 

role of literature becomes even more important when one considers that the 

books at stake here are educational, used at schools every day. Importantly, 

education should “ contribute to a change in attitudes by abolishing traditional 

stereotypes of men’s and women’s roles and stimulating the creation of new and 

more positive images of women’s participation in the family, the labour market
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and public life” (Report o f  World Conference o f  the UN Decade fo r  Women 

1980:34).

However, Townsend (1980:387) warns against the dangers of counter-stereotyping: 

“ A demand to avoid stereotypes can easily become in effect a demand for a 

different stereotype.” He also emphasises the need to take other media, such as 

film and television, into consideration, as part of any counter-stereotyping 

activity, since children’s books form only a small part of the child’s environment. 

This is also emphasised by Michel (1986:80), in a comment pertinent to South 

Africa’s status as a developing country: all media have a decisive role to play in 

the education of the illiterate and newly literate — thus if audiovisual media 

carry sexist messages, achievements in schoolbooks will be useless. It is therefore 

essential to synchronise the campaigns of all media: “ non-sexist media could 

constitute an education sub-system that would enrich teaching by contributing 

slides, educational films, cassettes, etc.”

Furthermore, as Michel (1986:77) states changes to school textbooks will require 

an increase in women’s participation in the production of school textbooks, and 

a concomitant campaign to sensitise educators, parents, students, administrators, 

publishers, authors, illustrators and the general public to the problem of sexism 

in school textbooks, through committees, seminars, evaluations, guidelines and 

meetings. The production of textbooks must also be monitored.

It is evident that children’s readers themselves can be used positively, in order to 

correct stereotypes. This study recommends the rewriting of children’s readers in 

order to incorporate specific guidelines for nonsexism, and emphasises the need 

for this to be achieved as swiftly as possible, especially when one takes the highly
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anglocentric nature of the texts investigated into account. Obviously, the major 

role which economic considerations play in the prescription of children’s readers 

must be noted. However, as Foster (1989:206) emphasises, the choice of class 

reader should not be based on their availability or riveting nature, but on their 

content and suitability for all children, no matter what their sex is.

First, it is of the utmost importance that books are produced which dispel myths 

of superiority and prepare children for a dispensation of equality (Jansen 1988:92). 

This is particularly appropriate in the current South Africa, as the equality of the 

sexes has been entrenched in the Bill of Rights in the recent constitution.

Secondly, Shestakov (cited in Michel 1986:47) emphasises that achieving equality 

between men and women in literature is a two-fold process. On the one hand, 

there is the so-called negative process, whereby unfavourable stereotypes and 

prejudice against women must be removed from instructional materials. On the 

other hand, the positive approach requires the forging of a new image of women 

and increasing their capacity for self-esteem. This is known as the “ correctional 

approach” , whereby literature is produced and presented to children for the 

purpose of changing stereotypes, presenting history in a different light and new 

heroes and role-models to children (Nhlanhla 1988:164).

Thirdly, new aims of children’s literature may be offered: reading must put 

children in touch with their fellows; sensitise them to human conditions; help 

children experience a whole range of human emotions and activities; enhance 

their sense of belonging to humankind and encourage them to ask questions 

(Jantjies, quoted in Jansen 1988:90).
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Thus, a final list of recommendations for a truly nonsexist South African 

children’s literature may be offered:

1. Books should contain an equitable balance of male and female characters.

2. Books should depict both males and females as contributing to society in a 

variety of roles, implying that all people can prepare for and succeed in 

numerous occupations, be they traditionally regarded as professional or not.

3. Males and females should be depicted as sharing the same basic emotions, 

personality traits and capabilities. All people must be shown to have both 

positive and negative, “ masculine” and “ feminine” characteristics.

4. All characters should be depicted as taking pride in their achievements.

5. Explicit comments on sex discrimination, including legal, economic and social 

issues, should appear, but only where required by the plot.

6. Historical references to the contributions of all people in past centuries, 

including both well and lesser known figures, should appear where required by 

the plot.

7. Characters should reflect and encourage positive social changes, offering new 

roles for all people.

8. Sexism must be avoided in language: in vocabulary, grammar and syntax, with 

particular attention being paid to personal pronouns and collective nouns.

It is the recommendation of this study that nonsexist literature be introduced into 

schools as soon as possible. Concomitantly, there is a massive need for the 

reinforcement of nonsexist models in schools. Any action taken must be aimed at 

the social fabric as a whole — it must reach beyond sexism in the schoolroom.
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